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L8M8 might seem as a relatively new name in global dancefloors, but don’t get mistaken! Under it lies 
more than a decade of mind-boggling music production experience and thousands of performances 
filled with dance lovin’ smiling faces. From true techno infused sound to deep tech-house experiences 
– every tune that comes out L8M8’s studio gains massive support by industry tastemakers and 
club-heads from around the globe. Recently headhunted by Detroit’s legendary record label “KMS 
records” and working alongside techno Godfather Kevin Saunderson and his talent-gifted family 
members, L8M8 is rapidly picking up his pace spreading the new sound deep into the hearts of the 
clubland lovers. 

L8M8 a.k.a. Andy Lau as a producer, remixer, LIVE performer and DJ is considered to be one of the 
most promising Lithuanian artists fighting his way to the global recognition. Looking for the best vibes 
and harmony in sounds, he produces tight and rhythmic compositions of tech-house/ house/ techno. 
Giving strong, dirty yet uplifting beats overlapping with atmospheric tone vibrations, he creates a 
sonic spectrum of emotional horizons. Seeing no boundaries for self-expression he has been sucked in 
the swirl of dance music production. As a result, since 2001, which considered being the starting point 
of his career, Andy Lau has made over 70 releases. 
 
LIVE performance is another area, where one can hear and feel L8M8’s pulsing professionalism. As a 
producer and sound engineer, he has played an important part in some of the well-known Lithuanian 
projects: “Resound”, “Silver Moon”, “Funkadelix” and “Future Sound Scientists”. In 2006 he initiated 
the emergence of “SOULHOPPERS” which was selected for the warm-up of British duo “Underworld” 
and now is considered to be the top-notch band representing Lithuanian electronic dance music. 
 
L8M8 a.k.a. Andy Lau is the artist, whose personality and professionalism unrolls in everything that he 
does. He is skilled, ambitious and distinctive. Therefore, he is the one who has been selected to 
represent the Lithuanian dance music and share the stage with such legends as Eddie Amador, Phil 
Hartnoll (Orbital), James Lavelle (Unkle), John Digweed, Above and Beyond, Tiesto, Armin Van 
Buuren, Gus Gus just to name a few. 
 
"Straight after super-talented rocking electro-techno trio Metal on Metal put Vilnius on the Map, along 
comes fellow Lithuanian Andy Lau (a.k.a. L8M8) with another slice of high energy engaging techno 
that's sure to make waves in Europe and beyond. One to watch." Jonty Skrufff (Skrufff.com/ Ministry 
Of Sound Radio) 
 
Releases supported by: pappa Carl Cox, sir Kevin Saunderson, Sasha, Mark Knight, Slam, Luciano, 
M.A.N.D.Y, Oliver Schories, House Of Virus, Omid 16B, DJ T, Danny Rampling, Layo & Bushwacka, 
Dilby, Flipstones & Steve Sculpher, Kevin Shiu, Wez Saunders, Norman H and many others.  

 
https://soundcloud.com/l8m8 
http://www.mixcloud.com/L8M8 
https://www.facebook.com/djl8m8 
https://twitter.com/djL8M8 
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